A Practical
Guide to Forging
for
Young Dwarves

This tome contains the information needed by
novice blacksmiths to first grasp the basics
of the Svartalvheim forges, and how to use
that information in order to create
Heilvapin.
Heilvapin can only be forged from the
empowered ore that can be mined here in
Svartalvheim. These blessed weapons could
not exist if it wasn't for the mystic nature of
our homeland, or the skills that we dwarves
have honed over countless generations.

This ore can be found in five different
varieties here in the depths of Svartalvheim,
differentiated by the veins of color in the
rock.
rauðroŁót are the stones tinged with red
grœnnayttr are the stones tinged with green
blærde are the stones tinged with blue
YØseyðir are the stones tinged with YELLOW
and rarest of all, Gullgrjøt are the stones
that have VEINS OF SILVER AND GOLD SET within.
Gullgrjøt can be used in the place of any of
the other colors of ore during forging.
All of these magical ores are used in the
forging of Heilvapin, and each is unique and
irreplaceable in the design of these weapons.

Because of our immortal war with the Black
Elves, the secrets of how to forge Heilvapin
must remain protected. To that end, we have
devised way to encode all of our forging
patterns, and in order to learn how to forge
you must come to learn the way to read these
secret blueprints.
All Heilvapin patterns involve arranging
nuggets of ore on a ten by ten grid, etched
into the forge itself.
It is rarely the case that every part of that
grid will be filled, but the number and
placement of each kind of ore must be exactly
correct in order for that weapon to be
created.

On the top and side of the grid, the code for
the pattern of that Heilvapin will be placed.
The code gives you two vital pieces of
information. The numbers and colors of all
of the ore that needs to be placed in the row
or column of the grid that lines up with the
numbers. The numbers themselves indicate
how many consecutive pieces of that color
ore are in the row, and the order of those
colors as well. So if a row was to have the
numbers 1 4 2 Then the placement of ore in
the row could be one of the below examples.

These are but a few of the possibilities that
that combination could yield.

Because the pattern does not revel where
the gaps between colors are, or how big
those gaps are, you can only truly decode the
pattern if you compare and contrast the
numbers on the sides with the numbers on
the top.

2
3
3
213
113
111
122
32
121
11

A correctly solved pattern will satisfy the
conditions for both, as shown below.
2
3
3
312
311
111
221
23
121
11

When the entire pattern has been filled out,
strike the forge with a smithy hammer. As a
novice, the simple hammer that you have
been given will do little more than allow
the Heilvapin to MELD together AND FORM if
the pattern is correct. More advanced smithy
hammers, however, give their wielders
abilities that can make the forging process
Easier.
If you strike the forge, and the pattern is
incorrect, the magical nature of the forge
will reveal to you which columns and rows
need not be altered. Beware, however, if you
were to strike an incorrect pattern too many
times, the forging of the Heilvapin will fail
and you will lose all of the ore you are
committing to the task.

If you strike the forge after all of the ore
has been properly placed, the magical
energies will gather together and the ore
will disappear, leaving behind a completed
Heilvapin in its place.
With these rudimentary instructions, you
now have the most basic understanding of
how to use a Svartalvheim forge.
They are easy to learn, yet mastering them
can easily consume the long lifetime of a
dwarf. Good luck, young one.

